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Enhancements
Security

The Electric Guard Dog™ Fence does 
more for your peace of mind with 
Security Enhancements from AMAROK®. 

Do you experience daytime theft and tampering or struggle to maintain 
security during business hours? For some properties, studies show that 
daytime theft can occur at five times the rate that it occurs at night. In 
these cases, criminals would rather blend in with the crowd and steal 
what they can rather than risk the hazards of an actual break-in.

Or maybe you’ve been a victim of thieves digging under or tossing 
goods over your fence, and you need solutions to further enhance security in these areas. 

If you have specialized security needs, you may benefit from AMAROK Security 
Enhancements. 

Don’t be a soft target. Enhance your security today.

GET A QUOTE
from an AMAROK security specialist

TODAY.

550 Assembly St., Fifth Floor
Columbia, SC 29201

800-432-6391
sales@amarok.com



GATE AUTO ARMINGGATE AUTO ARMING

Enables 24-hour security, even during business hours.

The fence pulses at 1,000 volts during 
business hours to monitor your perimeter 
24/7 and prevent tampering. After business 
hours, up the voltage to a stunning 7,000.

Works with multiple zones

Manually operated by a key 
switch or automatically engaged 
with the opening and disarming 
of a gate zone.

Simplifies traffic and limits the need for access codes.

Equip your gate with AMAROK’s Gate Auto-
Arming enhancement, and keep the voltage 
pulsing through the perimeter, even when the 
gate is open. When the gate is closed, it auto-
arms, which allows the last individual to leave 
without entering a code.

Works with roll, swing, manual, 
or automatic gates

Disarming still requires a code 
for security

Deters digging.

If you’ve experienced theft by digging under 
your perimeter fence, our Lay Down Fencing 
enhancement for The Electric Guard Dog™ 
is the solution. This angled extension of the 
lower portion of the fence greatly increases 
the distance between a would-be thief and 
access to your property, eliminating theft 
by digging.

4" spacing of fence wires

Requires perimeter is well-
maintained and cleared of 
vegetation

DAY MODEDAY MODE

LAYDOWN FENCINGLAYDOWN FENCING

Prevents theft-by-tossing.

Some thieves will enter your site as a 
customer and toss goods over the fence 
without paying, picking them up on their way 
out. With Angled Fencing, the top two feet of 
The Electric Guard Dog Fence are installed 
at a 45-degree, inward angle.

Increases protected area at 
the top of The Electric Guard 
Dog Fence

Tossing tools and stolen goods 
over the fence is far more difficult

ANGLED FENCINGANGLED FENCING

GET A QUOTE
from an AMAROK security specialist

TODAY.

550 Assembly St., Fifth Floor
Columbia, SC 29201

800-432-6391
sales@amarok.com

Detects Tampering at Ground Level.

Ground Wire Monitoring senses when a 
ground wire is tampered with. The system 
must be armed and pulsing with electricity 
to detect tampering. 

Eliminates needs for ground loops

Ground Wire Monitoring comes 
standard with The Electric Guard 
Dog 30 Series

GROUND WIRE MONITORINGGROUND WIRE MONITORING


